Abstract-Tags are an effective form of metadata which help users to locate and browse multimedia content of interest. Tags can be generated by users (user-generated explicit tags), automatically from the content (content-based tags), or assigned automatically based on non-verbal behavioral reactions of users to multimedia content (implicit human-centered tags). This paper discusses the definition and applications of implicit humancentered tagging. Implicit tagging is an effortless process by which content is tagged based on users' spontaneous reactions. It is a novel but growing research topic which is attracting more attention with the growing availability of built-in sensors. This paper discusses the state of the art in this novel field of research and provides an overview of publicly available relevant databases and annotation tools. We finally discuss in detail challenges and opportunities in the field.
I. INTRODUCTION
Information management systems use tags as an effective form of metadata to support users in finding and re-finding multimedia content of interest. Tags can come in different form including semantic tags and geotags [1] . In contrast to classic tagging schemes where users direct input is mandatory, Implicit Human-Centered Tagging (IHCT) was proposed [2] to gather tags and annotations without any effort from users. The main idea behind IHCT is that nonverbal behaviors displayed when interacting with multimedia data (e.g., facial expressions, head nods, eye gaze, physiological responses, etc) provide information useful for improving the tag sets associated with the data. The resulting tags are called "implicit" since there is no need for users' direct input as reactions to multimedia are displayed spontaneously. Currently, social media websites encourage users to tag the multimedia content. However, the users' intent when tagging multimedia content does not always match the information retrieval goals. A large portion of userdefined tags are either motivated by the goal of increasing the popularity and reputation of a user in an online community or based on individual judgments and goals [2] . For example, a user might tag content to increase the popularity and visibility of himself or his content. In contrast to the standard "explicit" tagging, implicit tagging does not prompt the users for tags while they listen to or watch a multimedia content. Moreover, if implicit tagging is done reliably resulting tags carry less irrelevant and inaccurate information compared to the case with "explicit" tagging. Tags obtained through IHCT are expected to be more robust than tags associated with the data explicitly, at least in terms of: generality (they make sense to everybody) and statistical reliability (all tags will be sufficiently represented). A scheme of implicit tagging versus explicit scenario versus explicit tagging is shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . Implicit tagging vs. explicit tagging scenarios. The analysis of the bodily reactions to multimedia content replace the direct interaction between user and the computer. Therefore, user do not have to put any effort into tagging the content.
The users' behavior and spontaneous reactions to multimedia data can provide useful information for multimedia indexing with the following scenarios: (i) direct assessment of tags: users spontaneous reactions will be translated into emotional keywords, e.g., funny, disgusting, scary [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ; (ii) assessing the correctness of explicit tags or topic relevance, e.g., agreement or disagreement over a displayed tag or the relevance of the retrieved result [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] ; (iii) user profiling: a user's personal preferences can be detected based on her reactions to retrieved data and be used for re-ranking the results; (iv) content summarization: highlight detection is also possible using implicit feedbacks from the users [11] , [12] .
Multimedia indexing has focused on generating characterizations of content in terms of events, objects, etc. The judgment relies on cognitive processing combined with general world knowledge and is considered to be objective due to its reproducibility by users with a wide variety of backgrounds. Parallel to this approach to indexing, an alternative has also emerged that also take affective aspects into account. Here, 2012 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics October 14-17, 2012, COEX, Seoul, Korea affect refers to the intensity and type of emotion that is evoked in a user while watching/listening to multimedia content [13] . Affective characteristics of multimedia are important features for describing multimedia content and can be presented by relevant emotional tags. Implicit tagging, dealing directly with users' reactions, can be used directly to find affective tags for a given content. These tags can, in return, help recommendation and retrieval systems to improve their performance [14] , [15] , [3] . Challenges and difficulties in using self reported emotions [16] make implicit tagging a suitable alternative for recognizing emotional tags.
Users do not evaluate media content on the same emotional criteria for affective tagging. Some might tag multimedia content with words to express their emotion while others might use tags to describe the content. For example, a picture receive different tags based on the objects in the image, the camera by which the picture was taken or the emotion a user felt looking at the picture. Scherer defines this by intrinsic and extrinsic appraisal [17] . Intrinsic appraisal is independent from the current goals and values of the viewer while extrinsic or transactional appraisal leads to feeling emotions in response to the stimuli. For example, the content's intrinsic emotion of a picture with a smiling face is happiness whereas this person might be a hatred figure to the viewer and the extrinsic appraisal leads to unpleasant emotions. This classification between intrinsic and extrinsic emotions should be taken into account while dealing with affective tags. The emotional tags that can be generated by implicit tagging are the extrinsic emotional tags.
Other feedbacks from users, including clickthrough data have been used extensively for information retrieval and topic relevance applications [18] , [19] . In this paper, we only cover the implicit feedbacks which are measurable with sensors and cameras from bodily responses. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a background on the recent developments in this relatively young topic. Available resources including tools and databases are introduced in Section III. Current challenges and perspectives are discussed in Section IV.
II. STATE OF THE ART
Pantic and Vinciarelli define implicit tagging as using nonverbal spontaneous behavior to find relevant keyword or tags for multimedia content [2] . Implicit tagging research has recently attracted researchers' attention, and number of studies have been published [20] , [11] , [21] . Implicit tagging has been used in image annotation, video highlight detection, topical relevance detection and retrieval result re-ranking. The existing literature can be divided into two categories, one dealing with using emotional reactions to tag the content with the expressed emotion, e.g., laughter detection for hilarity [5] , and the second group of studies using the spontaneous reactions for information retrieval or search results, e.g., eye gaze for relevance feedback [22] . A summary of the recent relevant literature on this topic is given in Table I. There have been also studies using unnimodal or multimodal approaches for detecting the behavioral or emotional responses to multimedia [21] , [23] , [24] , [20] , [6] . There is currently a research trend towards estimating emotions from multimedia content automatically [13] , [15] , [14] . The emotion recognition has been also used in applications such as detecting topical relevance, or summarizing videos [11] , [21] , [9] .
Emotional characteristics of videos have improved music and image recommendation. Shan et al. [14] used affective characterization using content analysis to improve film music recommendation. Tkalčič et al. showed how affective information can improve image recommendation [15] . In their image recommendation scenario, affective scores of images from the international affective picture system (IAPS) [35] were used as features for an image recommender. They conducted an experiment with 52 participants to study the effect of using affective scores. The image recommender using affective scores showed a significant improvement in the performance of their image recommendation system.
An affective characterization for movie scenes using peripheral physiological signals was proposed by Soleymani et al. [20] . Eight participants watched 64 movie scenes and self-reported their emotions. A linear regression trained by relevance vector machines (RVM) was utilized to estimate each clip's affect from physiological features. A similar approach was taken using a linear ridge regression for emotional characterization of music videos [31] . Arousal, valence, dominance, and like/dislike rating was detected from the physiological signals and video content.
Kierkels et al. [3] proposed a method for personalized affective tagging of multimedia using peripheral physiological signals. Valence and arousal levels of participants' emotion when watching videos were computed from physiological responses using linear regression [20] . Quantized arousal and valence levels for a clip were then mapped to emotion labels. This mapping enabled the retrieval of video clips based on keyword queries. So far this novel method achieved low precision.
Koelstra et al. [6] recorded EEG and peripheral physiological signals of six participants in response to music videos. Participants rated their felt emotions by means of arousal, valence and like/dislike rating rating. The emotional responses of each participant was classified into two classes of low/high arousal, low/high like/dislike, and low/high valence. The average classification rates varied between 55% and 58% which is slightly above random level.
Joho et al. [11] , [21] developed a video summarization tool using facial expressions. A probabilistic emotion recognition based on facial expressions was employed to detect emotions of 10 participants watching eight video clips. The expression change rate between different emotional expressions and the pronounce level of expressed emotions were used as features to detect personal highlights in the videos. The pronounce levels they used was ranging from highly expressive emotions, surprise and happiness, to no expression or neutral.
Chêne et al [27] used physiological linkage between differ- Petridis and Pantic proposed a method for tagging videos for the level of hilarity by analyzing user's laughter [5] . Different types of laughter can be an indicator of the level of hilarity of multimedia content. Using audiovisual modalities, they could recognize speech, unvoiced laughter, and voiced laughter with the accuracy of 74.7%. Koelstra et al. investigated the use of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals for implicit tagging of images and videos. They showed short video excerpts and images first without tags and then with a tag. They found significant differences in EEG signals (N400 evoked potential) between responses to relevant and irrelevant tags [7] . These differences were nevertheless not always present; thus precluding classification.
Arapakis et al. [36] introduced a method to assess the topical relevance of videos in accordance to a given query using facial expressions showing users' satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Based on facial expressions recognition techniques, basic emotions were detected and compared with the ground truth. They were able to predict with 89% accuracy whether a video was indeed relevant to the query. In a more recent study, the feasibility of using affective responses derived from both facial expressions and physiological signals as implicit indicators of topical relevance was investigated. Although the results are above random level and support the feasibility of the approach, there is still room for improvement from the best obtained classification accuracy, 66%, on relevant versus non-relevant classification [9] . In the same line Arapakis et al. compared the performance of personal versus general affect recognition approaches for topical relevance assessment and found that accounting for personal differences in their emotion recognition method improved their performance [25] .
In another information retrieval application, Kelly and Jones [29] used physiological responses to rerank the content collected via a lifelogging application. The lifelogging application collects picture, text messages, GSR, skin temperature and the energy that the body of a user consumed using an accelerometer. Using the skin temperature they could improve the Mean Average Precision (MAP) of baseline, retrieval system by 36%.
Facial expression and eye gaze were used to detect users' agreement or disagreement with the displayed tags on 28 images [10] , [8] . The results showed that not all the participants in the experiment were expressing their agreement or disagreement on their faces and their eye gaze were more informative for agreement assessment. Eye gaze responses have been also used to detect interest for image annotation [28] , relevance judgment [30] , interactive video search [34] , and search personalization [26] .
III. RESOURCES
In this section, we discuss affective representation and techniques for gathering self-reported annotations on affective reactions.
A. Emotional representation and self reporting
Building the ground truth has been always a major challenge for emotion detection studies. Emotional self-reporting provides users' feedback on their felt emotions, and is an important part in emotion recognition studies which are the essential components of IHCT processes. There are different emotional representations including, discrete, continuous and component process model. Discrete emotions theories are inspired by Darwin and support the idea of the existence of the certain number of basic and universal emotions [17] , [37] . Multiple emotional self-reporting methods have been created and used so far [38] , [39] , [17] , [40] , [41] . However, none of them give a generalized, simple and accurate mean for emotional self-reporting.
Emotional self-reporting can be done either in free-response or forced-choice formats. In the free-response format, the participants are free to express their emotions by words. In the forced-choice, participants are asked to answer specific questions and indicate their emotion. Forced-choice self-reports on affective experiments use either discrete or dimensional approaches. Based on discrete emotions, self-reporting tools were developed in which users are asked to report their emotions with emotional words on nominal, and ordinal scales. Dimensional approaches of emotional self-reporting are based on bipolar dimensions of emotions. Emotions can be reported on every dimension using ordinal or continuous scales [40] .
Russell [42] introduced the circumplex model of affects for emotion representation. The advantage of this circumplex over either discrete or dimensional models is that all the emotions can be mapped on the circumplex only with the angle. Therefore, all emotions are presented on a circular and one dimensional model. Self Assessment Manikins (SAM) is one of the most famous emotional self-reporting tools. It consists of manikins expressing emotions. The emotions are varying on three different dimensions; namely, arousal, valence, and dominance [40] .
Scherer [17] positioned 16 emotions around a circle to combine both dimensional and discrete emotional approaches to create the Geneva emotion wheel. For each emotion around the wheel five circles with increasing size from the center to the sides are displayed. The size of the circle is an indicator of the intensity of felt emotion (see Fig. 2 ). In an experiment, a participant can pick up to two emotions which were the closest to his/her experience from 20 emotions and report their intensities with the size of the marked circles. No emotion or other emotion can be indicated in the center. The emotions are sorted on the circle in a way to have, high control emotions on the top and low control emotions in the bottom whereas the horizontal axis which is not visible on the wheel represent valence or pleasantness. 
B. Databases
In this section, we introduce the publicly available databases which are developed for the sole purpose of implicit humancentered tagging studies.
The MAHNOB HCI database [8] consists of two experiments. The responses including, EEG, physiological signals, eye gaze, audio and facial expressions of 30 people were recorded. The first experiment was watching 20 emotional video extracted from movies and online repositories. The second experiment was tag agreement experiment in which images and short videos with human actions were shown the participants first without a tag and then with a displayed tag. The tags were either correct or incorrect and participants' agreement with the displayed tag was assessed. An example of an eye gaze pattern and fixations points on an image with a diplayes label is shown in Fig. 3 . This database is publicly available on the Internet 1 . A Database for Emotion Analysis using Physiological Signals (DEAP) [43] is a recent database that includes peripheral and central nervous system physiological signals in addition to face videos from 32 participants. The face videos were only recorded from 22 participants. EEG signals were recorded from 32 active electrodes. Peripheral nervous system physiological signals were EMG, electroocologram (EOG), blood volume pulse (BVP) using plethysmograph, skin temperature, and GSR. The spontaneous reactions of participants were recorded in response to music video clips. This database is publicly available on the Internet 2 . The Pinview database comprises of eye gaze and interaction data collected in an image retrieval scenario [44] . The Pinview databases includes explicit relevance feedback interaction from the user, such as pointer clicks and implicit relevance feedback signals, such as eye movements and pointer traces. These databases are available online 3 . Tkalčič et al. collected the LDOS-PerAff-1 corpus of face video clips in addition to the participants personality [45] . Participants personalities were assessed by International Personality Item Pool (IPIP) questionnaire [46] . Participants watched a subset of images extracted from International Affective Picture system (IAPS) [35] and on a five points likert scale rated their preference for choosing the picture for their desktop wallpaper. The LDOS-PerAff-1 database is available online 4 .
IV. CHALLENGES AND PERSPECTIVES
With the growing interest in commercially produced sensors and cameras, e.g., Microsoft Kinect, implicit tagging and interactive multimedia content delivery systems are going to emerge. However, the research in incorporating spontaneous reactions of viewers or listeners is still in its early stage. One of the main challenges of such studies is to create a ground truth by looking into the users mind. Therefore, large annotated dataset are a key development which should be followed by researchers. There are also contextual factors such as time, environment, cultural background, mood and personality which are not necessarily easy to assess or consider. Some people might also find such systems intrusive, and they have legitimate privacy concerns. For example, such technologies can be used for surveillance and marketing purposes without users' consent. These concerns need to be addressed by researchers in collaborations with ethics and law experts.
Despite its challenges, we believe that applications related to entertainment and future media will recognize the value of implicit tagging and will deploy it as one of their core components. The following challenges can be identified as open issues that will need to be addressed.
Emotional and spontaneous reactions can vary from person to person. One key challenge will be to build machine learning techniques which can automatically consider these differences to improve the reliability of emotion recognition components.
The important contextual factors for each application need to be carefully identified and their effect has to be incorporated into the final tagging or retrieval process.
Existing sensors, e.g. Microsoft Kinect, Affectiva Q-sensor should be further developed or adapted to such applications. Not everybody is comfortable with the idea of wearing a wristband in order to sense their bodily changes. Thus, less intrusive sensors should be considered and their technologies should be further developed. 
